
   KBGC International Bowls Classic Pairs Qualify Match 2019 

Rules and Format of Play 

BC / ABC shall have the right to alter or amend the programme of the event as it shall consider necessary 

or desirable, in view of unfavourable weather or other adverse conditions, and may suspend play 

temporarily in any game or abandon any game. Any decision to curtail the number of ends to be played 

shall be made before the commencement of any game, and such decision shall only be due to or on the 

grounds of shortage of time to complete a programme. 

Team members should be wearing matching KBGC uniform. Unless with prior approval from BC / ABC, 

Cream or white trousers/skirts shall be worn. Belts will be white or cream – not black. Proper bowling shoes.  

The game shall be conducted in accordance with the “Laws of the Sport of Bowls, Crystal Mark Third 

Edition” of World Bowls. 

The competition is a (3) bowls pairs in a format of round-robin in the first round. All nine ends of the 

two sets should be played to complete the game. Two points will be awarded for a set win and one 

point for a tie. An additional 2 points will also be awarded to the team with the most aggregate 

shots after the two sets.  If the aggregate shots are tied, each team will be awarded 1 point. The 

team with the highest score would win the game of each group and the best second among 3 group 

will enter to the Final. During the Final an additional three ends will be played when the set are tied.  

1.   Before start of play or on resumption of an unfinished game, not more than one trial end each way 

shall be played, with two bowls each. 

2.   No visit to the head until after the skip delivered the 2nd bowl. 

3.   Burn end respot centre point. 

4.   All bowlers are required to arrive for the game before the scheduled date and time.  

5.   In the first set, the opposing teams should toss a coin before the start of the game, the winner of the 

toss should have the options to, either place the mat, and then deliver the jack and the first bowl, or 

tell the opponent to place the mat, and deliver the jack and the first bowl. The winning team of first set 

should deliver the jack and the first bowl in the first end of the second set. If the first set is a draw, the 

team of the last scoring end in that set should place the mat and then deliver the jack and the first 

bowl. Before the start of the first end of a tie-breaker, the opposing teams should toss a coin and the 

winner of the toss has options as described above.  

 



6.  Group winners and the best second among 3 group will be decided in the following sequence: - 

a)      Highest points won 

b)      Highest number of sets won 

c)      The team that won the game played between the two teams 

d)      Highest net total of shots scored 

e)      If still equal, the toss of a coin will decide the winner 

7. In the Final Day, the event of a tie after the two sets has been completed, three extra ends shall be 

played and the result will be decided by the number of shots accumulated. Should there be a tie after 

the three ends; an extra end will be played to decide the winner. 

8. No substitution allowed after the first round start. 

BC / ABC reserve the right to disqualify from the tournament any participant for misconduct or 

non-compliance with these tournament rules and update all the rules of this tournament.  

Subsidize for KBGC Representative in the Hong Kong Classic Pairs 2019 

Each team has Five Thousand Hong Kong Dollars as maximum for entertainment expenses to the Host 

team(s) aided by KBGC. 

The winner’s team also will get total $2400 (entry fee) to subsidise the expenditure during the Classic 

2019.  


